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Abstract

This paper provides a model of bequest and investment in children’s human capital at low

incomes. It posits that parents and children are linked through their common concern of

grandchildren and intergenerational transfers provide a material basis for the perpetuation of the

family line. The model characterizes intergenerational strategic interactions in a dynamic game

theoretical framework. Moreover, it explores intergenerational uncertainty as a source of precau-

tionary saving. In contrast with the existing literature, the model implies that there are qualitative

differences between precautionary saving from one’s own income uncertainty and precautionary

bequests from children’s income uncertainty.
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1. Introduction

Almost all theories of economic development emphasize the role of savings and capital

accumulation. However, the theoretical analyses on saving behaviors that incorporate the

unique features of developing economies are rare. Notable exceptions include Gersovitz
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(1983), who examines a model of saving and nutrition at low incomes. Gersovitz (1983)

shows that people’s saving/consumption behaviors can be significantly altered when they

are poor so that consumption has physiological consequences on their probability of

survival and their productivity.

This paper tries to complement the existing literature by studying bequest and

investment in children’s human capital at low incomes. Much empirical evidence indicates

that intergenerational transfers account for a significant part of aggregate saving (e.g.,

Kotlikoff, 1988). Bequests and investments in children seem to be particularly important at

low incomes because they can not only increase children’s welfare but also enhance the

probability of the survival of future generations. The purpose of this paper is twofold.

First, it will examine how the bselfish geneQ can lead individuals to be altruistic toward

their children.1 Second, it will show that the concern for the perpetuation of the family line

may generate precautionary intergenerational transfers.

This paper is related to Chu (1991), who studies the phenomenon of primogeniture

from an evolutionary approach. On the basis of anthropologists’ extensive research, Chu

proposes that the baltruismQ from parents to children arises from parents’ concern about the

survival of their genes. Based on this assumption, he explains that primogeniture emerged

as family heads’ optimal policy to minimize the probability of their lineal extinction. Chu

also demonstrates that this assumption provides a more satisfactory explanation for

primogeniture than the commonly used altruism model that assume parents’ utility

depends on children’s utility (e.g., Barro, 1974). Because of the mathematical difficulty,

Chu focuses on the division of bequests by assuming that the total amount of the bequest is

given by habit or custom and is not a choice variable. This paper extends Chu by

providing a model in which bequests are endogenous.

This paper posits that parents and children are linked through their common concern of

grandchildren. Given that grandparents do not beget grandchildren directly, the concern

for the bsurvival of the geneQ induces grandparents to transfer some of their wealth to their

children, in order to induce their children to have and raise the grandchildren whom the

grandparents care about. The grandparents are thus the principals of the parents, who act as

agents in charge of the task to perpetuate the gene.

As individuals of different generations interact strategically, this model is analyzed in a

dynamic game theoretical framework. The analysis demonstrates the existence of a

stationary Markov Perfect equilibrium, in which an individual will choose to have

offspring if and only if her wealth is greater than a certain threshold level. Thus, bequests

and the expenditures on children’s education provide a material basis for the survival of

the gene. The model shows that the total amount of intergenerational transfers (i.e., the

sum of bequests and investments in children) tends to increase with parental wealth.

Meanwhile, it analyzes parents’ optimal choices of the combination of bequests and

educational expenditures.

The second part of the paper investigates the relationship between intergenerational

uncertainty and precautionary intergenerational transfers. The importance of uncertainty and
1 For an excellent and influential study on the relationship between the bselfish geneQ and human behaviors,

see Dawkins (1989).
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precautionarymotive on saving has long been recognized,2 and is highlighted in the study of

development economics (e.g., Gersovitz, 1988; Deaton, 1989). As pointed out by Deaton

(1989), precautionary saving is particularly important in low-income countries because

people’s income perspectives in these countries are usually very uncertain. Most of the

population in poor countries earns its living from agriculture, and agricultural income is

inherently volatile due to the large variability of weather, pests and natural disasters.

Among the substantial research on precautionary saving in the existing literature,

however, the uncertainties facing an individual are typically attributed to some unpredictable

future events that are associated with the individual herself.3 The impact of intergenera-

tional uncertainty on precautionary bequests/transfers has been largely ignored.4 This

negligence is mainly due to that the existing literature on precautionary bequests typically

formalizes intergenerational altruism as that an individual obtains utility from her

children’s utility, which implies that the analytical framework of a dynasty is identical to a

brepresentative agentQ model (e.g., Barro, 1974). In other words, in the related literature,

analyzing whether an individual is bprudentQ in response to her children’s earnings

uncertainty is just like analyzing whether a representative agent has a precautionary motive

in response to her own income uncertainty (e.g., Weil, 1993; Strawczynski, 1994).

In contrast, the current model posits that parents and children are linked through their

common concern about the perpetuation of the family line. It implies that there are

qualitative differences between precautionary saving from one’s own income uncertainty

and precautionary bequests from her children’s income uncertainty. Meanwhile, the model

shows that whether precautionary bequests exist depends on the probability distribution of

children’s future earnings, the properties of parents’ utility function, and the cost of having

grandchildren. It suggests that precautionary bequests at low incomes can not only maintain

children’s living standard but also prevent their income from falling below the minimum

level of raising grandchildren. Thus, this paper complements the existing literature of

precautionary saving.

In what follows, Section 2 analyzes a model of bequest and investment in human

capital based on evolutionary altruism. Section 3 examines parents’ precautionary saving

resulting from intergenerational uncertainty at low incomes. Section 4 offers the

concluding remarks. Most of the mathematical proofs are provided in Appendix A.
2. The selfish gene and altruistic transfers

In this model, an individual obtains utility from three sources: (1) her own material

consumption, (2) having children, (3) having grandchildren.5 Due to the mathematical
2 See Deaton (1992) and Carroll (2001) for excellent surveys of the extensive research on precautionary

saving.
3 For example, the sources of uncertainty may include an individual’s uncertain lifetime (e.g., Abel, 1985) or

the possibility of her illness or her future labor income (e.g., Deaton, 1992).
4 Some notable exceptions include Barsky et al. (1986) and Strawczynski (1994).
5 One may point out that an individual also obtains utility from having offsprings beyond grandchildren.

However, for the purpose of this paper, the above assumption is adequate to generate qualitatively the same

results as more detailed considerations.
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difficulty that we will encounter, we abstract from the detailed study of fertility, which is

not essential for the purpose of this paper. Instead, we simplify an individual’s fertility

decision into a binary choice: whether to have a child or not. We assume that an individual

makes economic decisions only for one period. Then, an individual’s utility function is

defined as

u Ctð Þ þ v having a childð ÞX þ v having a grandchildð ÞcX ð1Þ

where v is an indicator function; Ct is the material consumption of an individual who is

bbornQ at time t; u() is the utility function from material consumption, which satisfies the

following neoclassical property: uV()N0, uW()b0, and u() satisfies the Inada conditions (i.e.,
uV(0)=l, uV(l)=0); X (XN0) and cX (cN0) denote the utility that an individual gets from

having a child and a grandchild, respectively.

The total wealth of an individual of generation t, Yt, consists of her own endowment,

wt, and non-negative bequests from her parents, Bt�1. Suppose that the interest rate, r, is

constant over time, then

Yt ¼ wt þ 1þ rð ÞBt�1: ð2Þ

Based on the above assumptions, if an individual does not have a child, she only gets

utility from her own consumption. Then, her utility is

u Ytð Þ

On the other hand, if an individual chooses to have a child, she first has to spend a fixed

cost, d. Empirically, the cost can be very high in low-income countries. For example, Rao

(1993) finds that dowry often accounts for more than 50% of household wealth in rural

India. Also, due to the subsistence constraint (e.g., Stigler, 1945; Gersovitz, 1988), there is

a minimum cost of raising a child.

After having a child, an individual divides her wealth into three parts: her consumption,

the investment in her child’s human capital,Ht, and bequest, Bt. So, her budget constraint is,

Ct þ d þ Ht þ Bt ¼ Yt ð3Þ

Before a child bcomes of age,Q her future income is a random variable so that her future

fertility choice is uncertain. Let the probability that the child will have a grandchild be

denoted by p. Then the parent’s expected utility function is

u Ctð Þ þ X þ pcX ð4Þ

p is endogenously determined by the strategic interactions of different generations. From

above, it is easy to see that an individual’s strategy set includes three elements: One is

whether to have a child; the other two are the choices of Ht and Bt. Now, we define

wt ¼
1 if the individual has a child

0 otherwise

�
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Then, we define an individual’s strategy set as,

stu wt;Ht;Btg:f

An individual’s own endowment (e.g., her labor income), wt, is defined as follows:

wt ¼ h Ht; w̃wð Þ

where w̃ is a random variable (before she is bbornQ) and w̃~(0,l). We assume that h(,) is a

strictly increasing function of its variables, strictly concave in Ht. The property of the

probability distribution of w̃ is as follows: w̃ is time-invariant; the cumulative distribution

function of w̃, F(), is twice differentiable.

If an individual spends Ht on her child’s education and bequeaths Bt to her child, then

the child’s future total wealth, Ỹt+1, can be expressed as,

ỸY tþ1 ¼ h Ht; w̃wð Þ þ 1þ rð ÞBt: ð5Þ

From the formulation of the utility function (1), we can see that parents do not care

about children’s utility per se. In this model, parents and children are linked through their

common concern about grandchildren; bequests and investments in children’s human

capital are to increase the probability of having grandchildren. So, the succession of

generations does not behave like a single immortal decision maker: A generation wants to

make transfers to the next generation, but the two generations may have different

preferences about what to do with the transfers. Also, since the strategic interactions

between the parents and the children, in turn, are influenced by the strategic interactions

between the children and the grandchildren, and so on, the parents’ utility (or payoff)

function depends on the strategy profile of all future generations. Thus, the model is built

on a Markovian game framework to account for all intergenerational interactions.

As in other studies on infinitely repeated intergenerational interactions (e.g., Bernheim

and Ray, 1987), we assume that all generations select stationary Markov perfect strategies.

Formally,

Definition 1. (1) The sequence {st}0
l is a Markov perfect equilibrium if (a) for all k, sk is

the optimal strategy for an individual of generation k if she believes that her future

generations will play the strategy, {s}k+1
l ; (b) an individual’s strategies are functions only

of her total wealth, which is the only payoff-relevant state variable at any given period.

(2) The sequence {st}0
l is a stationary Markov perfect equilibrium if it is a Markov

perfect equilibrium and s0=s1=s2=.......

Finally, we assume,

u 0ð Þ þ 1þ cð ÞXbu dð Þ ð6Þ

This assumption means that if an individual’s total wealth is just enough to pay the cost of

having a child so that her consumption would be zero if having a child, she will be better

off by having no child. Based on the above descriptions, we have the following result.
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Proposition 1. There exists a stationary Markov perfect equilibrium in which an

individual will choose to have a child if and only if her total wealth is greater than or

equal to a critical value Ȳ.

Proof. See Appendix A. 5

This proposition implies that at low incomes, rich families are more likely to have

surviving offsprings than poor families. This implication is clearly consistent with the

empirical evidence in low-income countries (Becker, 1991). But it should be noted that we

abstract from detailed study of endogenous fertility in this paper, and Proposition 1 does

not imply that richer families necessarily have more children.6 Also, in the case that there

are multiple Markov Perfect equilibria, we might as well assume that the choice of Ȳ is

determined by some social norms or bfocal pointsQ.7

From Proposition 1 and Eq. (5), it is easy to see that an individual will have a child if

and only if

h Ht; w̃wð Þ þ 1þ rð ÞBtzȲY ð7Þ

Thus, we can now express p, the probability that the child will have a grandchild, as

p ¼ P w̃w : h Ht; w̃wð ÞzȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
¼ 1� P w̃w : h Ht; w̃wð ÞbȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
Now, we define w̄ as satisfying

h Ht; w̄wð Þ ¼ ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt ð8Þ

Clearly,

dw̄w

dHt

¼ � h1

h2
b0;

dw̄w

d ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� � ¼ 1

h2
N0 ð9Þ

Then, by the Implicit Function Theorem, we can write w̄ as a function of Ht and

Ȳ�(1+r)Bt. So, we define

w̄w ¼ g Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
ð10Þ

From Eq. (9), we have g1b0 and g2N0.

Noting that h(Ht, w̃) is an increasing function of w̃, we have

p ¼ 1� P w̃w : h Ht; w̃w
� �

bȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
¼ 1� P w̃w : w̃wbw̄w ¼ g Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �� �
¼ 1� F½g Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
	 ð11Þ
6 For a survey of much literature on endogenous fertility, see Becker (1991). More recently, Galor and Moav

(2001, 2002) analyze models of fertility from an evolutionary perspective.
7 For an interesting paper on how multiple equilibria generate different social norms and bequest behaviors,

see Cole et al. (1992).
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We denote f() as the density function of w̃, then,

dp

dHt

¼ � f g1z0 ð12Þ

dp

dBt

¼ 1þ rð Þf g2z0 ð13Þ

Eqs. (12) and (13) indicate that an increase in bequests or educational expenditures on

children can increase the probability of having grandchildren. Thus, we have formalized

the idea that the concern about the perpetuation of the family line generates a motive of

intergenerational transfers.

From Eqs. (4) and (11), we can rewrite the expected utility function of an individual

who has a child as,

u Yt � d � Ht � Btð Þ þ 1þ cð ÞX � F g Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� ��
cX

�
ð14Þ

Expression (14) is the reduced form of Expression (1). Holding Ht constant, we can see

that Expression (14) is similar to the bjoy of givingQ model of bequests (e.g., Yarri, 1965).

However, there is an important difference: While the bjoy of givingQ model assumes the

utility from bequests to be ad hoc and exogenous, parents’ utility from bequests in our

model is endogenously derived. Thus, in a sense, this paper provides a rationale for the

bjoy of givingQ model.

Now, we define total intergenerational transfers, At, as the sum of educational

expenditures on children and bequests, that is,

At ¼ Ht þ Bt

Then, we first have the following lemma.

Lemma 1. The solution to the following optimization problem exists:

M A; ȲY
� �

umin
H ;B

F g H ; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞB
� ���

subject to

H þ B ¼ A

Proof. See Appendix A. 5

Based on Lemma 1, we can rewrite Expression (14) as

u Yt � d � Atð Þ þ 1þ cð ÞX �M At; ȲY
� �

cX ð15Þ

Then, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 2.

(1) There exists a unique Yc such that the amount of intergenerational transfers, At, is

positive if and only if YtNY
c.

(2) At is non-decreasing with one’s wealth.
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Proof. See Appendix A. 5

This proposition implies that richer households tend to make more transfers to their

children, in terms of both educational expenditures and bequests. Moreover, the following

proposition characterizes the relationship between Ht and Yt and that between Bt and Yt in

three different cases: (1) h12=0. (2) h12b0. (3) h12N0.

Proposition 3.

(1) When h12=0, if h(,) satisfies the Inada conditions with respect to Ht (i.e., for any w,

h1(0, w)=l, h1(l, w)=0), then there exists a threshold level of wealth, YT1, such

that (i) when YtVY
T1, we have dHt/dYtz0 and Bt=0; (ii) when YtNY

T1, then Ht will

be at a constant level, and dBt/dYtz0.

(2) (i) When h12b0, if h(,) satisfies the Inada conditions with respect to Ht and if

h11�(h1h12/h2)b0, then there exists a threshold level of wealth, YT2, such that when

YtVY
T2, we have dHt/dYtz0, and Bt=0. (ii) When h12b0, if both Bt and Ht take

interior solutions, then dHt/dYtz0 and the sign of dBt/dYtz0 is ambiguous.

(3) (i) When h12N0, if h(,) satisfies the Inada conditions with respect to Ht and if

h11�(h12/h2)(h1�1�r)b0, then there exists a threshold level of wealth, YT3, such

that when YtVY
T3, we have dHt/dYtz0 and Bt=0. (ii) When h12N0, if both Bt and Ht

take interior solutions, then dHt/dYtV0 and dBt/dYtz0.

Proof. See Appendix A. 5

Part (1) of Proposition 3 implies that if h12=0, as a parent’s wealth increases, the

increases in intergenerational transfers will first take the form of the expenditures on

children’s education and then take the form of bequests. In other words, when a parent’s

wealth is below a certain threshold level, educational expenditures tend to increase with

parental wealth and bequests are zero. When a parent’s wealth is above the threshold

level, educational expenditures will remain constant and bequests tend to increase with

parental wealth.

From the proof in Appendix A, we can see that these results stems from the

assumptions that h11b0 and the interest rate (for bequests/saving) is constant. Given the

total amount of intergenerational transfers, a parent will choose the optimal combination of

educational expenditures and bequests to maximize the probability of having a grandchild.

When h12=0, from the proof in Appendix A, we can see that maximizing the probability of

having a grandchild is equivalent to maximizing the child’s total wealth (given the total

sum of intergenerational transfers). When a parent is relatively poor, the total amount of

intergenerational transfers is small. In this case, the marginal return from investing in a

child’s education is higher than the fixed interest rate even if the total amount of

intergenerational transfers is devoted to educational expenditures only. So, bequests are

zero and educational expenditures tend to increase with parental wealth. On the other

hand, if a parent is relatively rich, the total amount of intergenerational transfers is large.

Because there are diminishing returns in the investment in a child’s education, the parent

will not continue to invest in the child’s education when the marginal return of educational
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expenditure is equal to the fixed interest rate. So, when a parent’s wealth reaches a certain

threshold level, educational expenditures will remain constant and bequests tend to

increase with parental wealth. Thus, when h12=0, the expenditures on children’s education

tend to increase with parental income (Yt) if Yt is below a certain threshold level but they

will remain constant when parental income becomes relatively high.

Meanwhile, note that for simplicity and for highlighting the idea of this paper, we

assume that a parent does not obtain utility from her child’s human capital per se. If

this assumption were modified, we would get the result that educational expenditures

will increase with parental wealth even after the parental wealth reaches the threshold

level.

The intuition of Subpart (i) in Parts (2) and (3) of the proposition is similar to that of

Part (1) of the proposition, which is explained above. Meanwhile, the technical conditions

in those places serve as sufficient conditions guaranteeing that the values of YT2 and YT3

are unique, respectively. From the proof of the proposition in Appendix A, we can see that

a first order condition is

h1 Ht; w̄wð Þz1þ r ð16Þ

with strict inequality holds if Bt=0. Note that when h12p0, the assumption h11b0 does not

automatically guarantee that h1(Ht, w̄) is a decreasing function of Ht. It is because w̄ is a

function of Ht and Bt. So, when h12b(N)0, h1(Ht, w̄) will decrease with Ht if and only if an

additional technical condition is satisfied. Note that both of the technical conditions in

Subpart (i) of Parts (2) and (3) will be more likely to be satisfied if the absolute value of

h11 is larger and that of h12 is smaller.

Subpart (ii) in Parts (2) and (3) of the proposition analyzes the situations when both Bt

and Ht take interior solutions. In this case, a first order condition is

h1 Ht; w̄wð Þ ¼ 1þ r ð17Þ

From Eqs. (7) and (8), we can see that w̄ can be interpreted as an individual’s minimum

own endowment for choosing to have a child given the amount of intergenerational

transfers she receives. From the proof in Appendix A, we can see that w̄ is a decreasing

function of the total intergenerational transfers, At. Meanwhile, by Proposition 2, we know

that dAt/dYtz0. So, if Yt increases, w̄ tends to decrease. Then, the model has the following

implications in two different cases. Case 1: h12b0. In this case, as w̄ decreases (due to an

increase in Yt), h1(Ht, w̄) will increase. Since h11b0, Ht must increase so that Eq. (17)

continues to hold. Thus, Ht and Yt are non-negatively correlated. Case 2: h12N0. In this

case, as w̄ decreases (due to an increase in Yt), h1(Ht, w̄) will decrease. So, Ht must

decrease so that Eq. (17) continues to hold. Thus, Ht and Yt are non-positively correlated.

In this case, only bequests will increase with parental wealth. Again, these results are

related to our simplifying assumption that a parent does not obtain utility from her child’s

human capital per se. Given the total amount of intergenerational transfers, a parent will

choose the optimal combination of educational expenditures and bequests to maximize the

probability of having a grandchild. Meanwhile, from the proof of the proposition in

Appendix A, we can see that when h12p0, maximizing the probability of having a

grandchild is not equivalent to maximizing the child’s expected wealth (given the total

amount of intergenerational transfers).
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In the existing literature (e.g., Becker, 1991), parents’ optimal choices of bequests and

educational expenditures are generally analyzed based on the assumption that parents

obtain utility from children’s utility or children’s consumption. To highlight the essential

idea of this paper and for the sake of simplicity, we go to the other extreme by assuming

that parents do not care about children’s utility or consumption per se. In our model,

parents and children are linked through their common concern of grandchildren; bequests

and investments in children’s human capital are to increase the probability of having

grandchildren. Based on this alternative assumption, Proposition 3 derives several new

results of parents’ optimal choices of the combination of educational expenditures and

bequests. Thus, this model complements the existing literature. Moreover, these results can

be empirically tested using data in low-income countries in future research.
3. Precautionary saving at low incomes

This section examines the effect of the uncertainty of children’s future incomes on

parents’ saving behaviors. In this paper, precautionary saving comes from precautionary

intergenerational transfers, which may arise from people’s concern for the survival of their

genes. The importance of uncertainty on saving in our model can be illustrated by the

following example. Consider the case that intergenerational transfers only take the form of

bequests. If there is no uncertainty of a child’s future endowment, then every child’s future

earning will be at a fixed level. Now, suppose that this fixed level of earning is greater than

the threshold level of wealth above which an individual will choose to have a child. Then,

every individual will choose to have a child even if she receives no bequest from her

parents. Consequently, parents will leave no bequest to their children, since parents do not

care about children’s utility per se. As intergenerational transfers are the only source of

saving in our model, clearly, the total saving is zero in this case. However, when

uncertainty exists, the analysis in the previous section implies that a positive proportion of

parents will leave bequests and hence the aggregate saving will be positive. Thus, the

aggregate saving is larger with uncertainty than without uncertainty.8

This section aims to explore the monotonic relationship between saving and the

magnitude of uncertainty. We will derive the results by examining the relationship between

the variance of children’s future earnings and intergenerational transfers. Let r denote the

variance of the distribution function bF(,)Q. Meanwhile, in this section, for the clarity of

exposition, we will express bF(,)Q and bf(,)Q explicitly as functions of r.
There are four possible scenarios for the optimal solutions of Ht and Bt: (1) Ht=0,BtN0;

(2) HtN0, Bt=0; (3) HtN0, BtN0; (4) Ht=0, Bt=0. The last case is trivial, so we will only

consider the first three cases.

In the first case, Ht=0. For the simplicity of notation, we might as well assume

h 0; w̃wð Þ ¼ w̃w
8 This simple analysis is similar to Huggett and Ospina (2001), who study precautionary saving in a Ramsey

model.
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Then, similar to Eq. (9), we can now express p, the probability that the child will have a

grandchild, as

p ¼ P w̃w : h 0; w̃wð Þ ¼ w̃wzȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
¼ 1� P w̃w : w̃wbȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
g

¼ 1� F½ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt; r	 ð18Þ

Plugging Eq. (18) into Expression (4), we can express the expected utility function of an

individual who has a child as

u Yt � d � Btð Þ þ 1þ cð ÞX � cXF ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt; r
��

ð19Þ

Taking the derivation of Expression (19) with respect to Bt, we get the first order condition

as

� uV Yt � d � Btð Þ þ c 1þ rð ÞX f ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt; r
�
¼ 0:

�
ð20Þ

In the second case, Bt=0 and HtN0. Plugging Bt=0 into Expression (14) and taking its

derivative with respect to Ht, we get the first order condition as

� uV Yt � d � Htð Þ � cX f g Ht; ȲY
� �

; r
�
g1 Ht; ȲY
� �

¼ 0
�

ð21Þ

In the third case, BtN0 and HtN0. In this case, due to the technical complexity, we only

examine the relationship between At (i.e., Bt+Ht) and r. From Eq. (15), the first order

condition is

� uV Yt � d � Atð Þ �
BM At; ȲY
� �
BAt

cX ¼ 0 ð22Þ

Finally, we assume,

ȲYVYc ð23Þ

This assumption means that if an individual’s wealth just reaches the threshold level of

having a child, she will make no transfers to her child. It is clearly consistent with

empirical observations.

The relationship between Bt (and Ht, and At) and d can be derived by the total

differentiation of Eq. (20) (and Eqs. (21) and (22)). But in the derivation, it should be noted

that Ȳ is a function of d. From the proof of Proposition 1 in Appendix A, we can see that if

Condition (23) is satisfied, the relationship between Ȳ and d is determined by the following

equation.

u ȲY � d
� �

þ 1þ cð ÞX � cXF ȲY ; r
� �

¼ u ȲY
� �

ð24Þ

Based on the above descriptions and analyses, we have the following proposition.

Proposition 4.

(1) When Ht=0, the amount of bequests will increase as the uncertainty of her child’s

future endowment increases (i.e., dBt/drN0) if and only if

f2 þ
cX f1F2 ȲY

� �
uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

� cX f ȲY
� � N0 ð25Þ
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(2) When Bt=0, the amount of educational expenditures will increase as the uncertainty

of her child’s future endowment increases (i.e., dHt/drN0) if and only if

f2h1h2 þ f1h1 þ f h12ð Þ
cXF2 ȲY

� �
uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

� cX f ȲY
� � N0 ð26Þ

(3) When HtN0 and BtN0, the amount of intergenerational transfers will increase as the

uncertainty of her child’s future endowment increases (i.e., dAt/drN0) if and only

if

f2h
2
2 þ f1h2 � f h22ð Þ

cXF2 ȲY
� �

uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

� cX f ȲY
� �

" #
N0 ð27Þ

Proof. See Appendix A. 5

In all of the three parts of Proposition 4, from Inequalities (25)–(27) and noting that

h1N0 and h2N0, we can see that when f2 (i.e., Bf

Br) is greater, the total amount of

intergenerational transfers (by all measures) will be more likely to increase as the

uncertainty of her child’s future earnings rises. The intuition is as follows: From Eqs. (12)

and (13), we can see that the marginal benefit of bequest and the marginal benefit of

educational expenditure are both increasing function of f. Meanwhile, f2N0 means that f

will increase as the uncertainty of children’s future incomes increases. So, when f2 is

greater, the benefit of increasing transfers to children will be greater in response to an

increase in the uncertainty of children’s future earnings.

This proposition indicates that under some plausible conditions, an individual leaves

more bequests and/or spend more on her child’s education when her child’s future income

becomes more uncertain. Because an individual’s total saving is positively related

intergenerational transfers, Proposition 4 implies that an individual’s total saving may

increase with the variance of her child’s future earnings.

In the existing literature, it has been mainly emphasized that the unpredictable

future events that are associated with the individual herself, such as her uncertain

lifetime, health and income, as the source of precautionary saving. Largely because of

this emphasis, precautionary saving has usually been interpreted as a form of life-cycle

saving when significant amount of bequests is observed (e.g., Modigliani, 1988).

Proposition 4 complements the existing literature by exploring intergenerational

uncertainty as another source of precautionary saving. In particular, it indicates that

precautionary saving can be partly the outcome of individuals’ bequest motives, and a part

of bunintendedQ bequests may actually come from the uncertainty of children’s future

earnings.

In the following, to further explore the intuition of Proposition 4, we will consider an

example, in which the distribution of earnings is log-normal, that is,

ln w̃wð ÞfN l; d2
� �

This assumption is largely consistent with the empirical literature on income distribution

(for example, see the survey by Aghion and Bolton, 1992).
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For simplicity, in this example we only consider the case of precautionary bequest by

assuming Ht=0. Then, p is only a function of Bt. So, we can define bpuQ(Bt)Q, and

Q Btð Þ ¼ P w̃w : w̃wzȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
¼ 1� P w̃w : w̃wbȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
¼ 1� P w̃w : ln w̃wVln ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �� �
¼ 1� U

 
ln ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
� l

d

!

where U denotes the cumulative function of the standard normal distribution. So,

dQ

dBt

¼ 1þ r

ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
d
e
� ½ ln ȲY � 1þrð ÞBtð Þ�l	2

2d2

Then, we can write the first order condition (20) as

uV Yt � d � Btð Þ ¼ 1þ rð ÞcXffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
d ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� � e�½ ln ȲY� 1þrð ÞBtð Þ�l	2

2d2 ð28Þ

Meanwhile, in this example, we make the following two technical assumptions.

lNmax d; d2
� �

þ ln ȲY ð29Þ

uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

N
cX

ȲY

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
d
e
� ln ȲY�lð Þ2

2d2 ð30Þ

From the theory of probability (e.g., Kalbfleisch, 1985), Condition (29) means that the

threshold level Ȳ is not too large such that more than 84% of the population will choose

to have children. Meanwhile, Condition (30) relates the utility function (u()) to the

probability density function. Simply speaking, the left hand side of Condition (30) is the

difference of the marginal utility from material consumption between having a child and

having no child for an individual whose wealth is Ȳ. Clearly, Condition (30) will be

satisfied if and only if the cost of having a child, d, is sufficiently high. From Appendix A,

we can see that Conditions (29) and (30) serve as sufficient but not necessary conditions

for Corollary 1, which is stated as follows.

Corollary 1. When the distribution of earnings is log-normal and if Conditions (29) and

(30) are satisfied, the amount of bequests will increase as the uncertainty of her child’s

future earnings increases (i.e., dBt/drN0).

Proof. See Appendix A. 5

From the proof in Appendix A, we can see that whether Inequality (29) is satisfied is an

important determinant for whether individuals have a precautionary motive (i.e., dBt/

ddN0) or a speculative motive (i.e., dBt/ddb0). An intuitive explanation for this result is as

follows: As explained earlier, if Inequality (29) is satisfied, most of the population chooses

to have children. In this case, an increase in the uncertainty of children’s earnings will

cause parents to concern more about their children’s financial perspectives. As a result,
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parents increase their bequests. Moreover, from the proof in Appendix A, we can see that

the increment of bequests in response to the rise of uncertainty (i.e., dBt/dd) is positively
correlated with the utility from having grandchildren (i.e., cX).

However, if Inequality (29) is violated, a large proportion of the population may choose

not to have children. In this case, an increase in the uncertainty of children’s earnings may

cause some parents to have a speculative motive (i.e., dBt/ddN0), because their children

may not have grandchildren and may simply spend the bequests on material consumption.

As we assume that parents do not obtain utility from their children’s consumption per se,

in this case parents will reduce bequests in response to an increase in the uncertainty of

children’s earnings.

The importance of precautionary motive on saving has long been recognized. In the

study of precautionary saving, however, the uncertainties facing an individual are typically

attributed to some unpredictable future events that are associated with the individual

herself.9 Meanwhile, in the existing literature on precautionary bequests, intergenerational

altruism is formalized by the assumption that an individual obtains utility from her

children’s utility. In this case, as shown by Barro (1974), the decision making of a dynasty

is equivalent to that of an infinitely lived brepresentative agent.Q Consequently, in the

existing literature, there is no essential difference between the analysis of parents’

precautionary bequests and the analysis of a representative agent’s precautionary saving.

In contrast, our model posits that parents’ altruism toward their children arises from the

concern for the perpetuation of the family line rather than utility dependence. Based on this

assumption, the analysis implies that there are qualitative differences between precau-

tionary saving from one’s own income uncertainty and precautionary bequests from

children’s income uncertainty. Meanwhile, the model shows whether precautionary

bequests exist depends on the properties of the probability distribution of children’s future

earnings, the properties of parents’ own utility function, and the cost of having

grandchildren.10 Thus, our model complements the existing literature.
4. Conclusion

Theodore Schultz (1980) began his Nobel Prize Lecture with the sentence bMost of the

people in the world are poor, so if we knew the economics of being poor we would know

much of the economics that really matter... Q. Schultz then went on to suggest that the

essence of understanding the economics of being poor is to b... comprehend the

preferences and scarcity constraints that determine the choices that poor people makeQ. For
many people in developing countries, a predominant preference is the desire to survive.11

In the existing literature, much progress has been made in the study of the effect of

nutrition and subsistence constraints on people’s economic behaviors at low incomes. This
10 Note that Ȳ is a function of d.
11 For example, Todaro (1997, p. 295) notes that bthe vast majority (almost 70%) of the world’s poorest

people are... engaged primarily in subsistence agriculture. Their basic concern is survivalQ.

9 For example, Kimball (1990), Weil (1993), Huggett and Ospina (2001), among others, analyze the conditions

under which individuals have precautionary motives when they face uncertainty about their own future incomes.
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paper attempts to extend the existing literature by stressing that an individual may concern

about not only her own survival probability but also the perpetuation of her family line.

Based on the existing literature and motivated by anthropologists’ extensive research

(e.g., Dawkins, 1989), this paper develops a model of bequest and investment in children’s

human capital when survival is most people’s serious concern. In this model, parents and

children are linked through their common concern of grandchildren. The model

demonstrates the existence of a stationary Markov Perfect equilibrium, in which an

individual will choose to have offspring if and only if her total wealth is greater than a

certain threshold level. Thus, bequests and expenditures on children’s education provide a

material basis for the survival of the gene.

The analysis shows that the total amount of intergenerational transfers tends to increase

with parental wealth. Meanwhile, it analyzes parents’ optimal choices of the combination of

bequests and the expenditures on children’s education in maximizing the probability of

having grandchildren. The model implies that when a parent’s wealth is below a certain

threshold level, the expenditures on children’s education tend to increase with parental

wealth. But when a parent’s wealth is above the threshold level, bequests tend to increase

with parental wealth and the correlation between educational expenditures and parental

wealth depends on the parameter configurations of the model.

The second part of the paper investigates the relationship between intergenerational

uncertainty and precautionary intergenerational transfers. The existing literature on

precautionary saving has mainly focused on the unpredictable future events that are

associated with an individual herself. This paper complements the existing literature by

exploring the implications of intergenerational uncertainty on precautionary saving at low

incomes. Under some plausible assumptions, the model shows that the amount of

intergenerational transfers increases with the variance of children’s future earnings.

Precautionary intergenerational transfers arise from parents’ concern for the likelihood of

having grandchildren. Thus, in contrast with much existing literature that interprets

precautionary saving as a form of life-cycle saving, it indicates that precautionary saving

can be partly the outcome of individuals’ bequest motives, and a part of bunintendedQ
bequests may actually come from the uncertainty of children’s future earnings.

The model also extends the theory of precautionary bequests/transfers. In the

existing literature on precautionary bequests, intergenerational altruism is formalized

by the assumption that an individual obtains utility from her children’s utility.

Consequently, the decision making of a dynasty is equivalent to that of an infinitely

lived brepresentative agentQ, and hence there is no essential difference between the

analysis of parents’ precautionary bequests and the analysis of a representative agent’s

precautionary saving. In contrast, our model posits that parents’ altruism toward their

children arises from the concern for the perpetuation of the family line rather than

utility dependence. Based on this assumption, the analysis shows that whether

precautionary bequests exist depends on the probability distribution of children’s future

earnings, the properties of parents’ utility function, and the cost of having

grandchildren. Thus, it indicates that there are qualitative differences between

precautionary bequests and precautionary saving when one faces uncertainty in her

own earnings. Moreover, the model extends the existing literature by analyzing the

effects of uncertainty on the investment in children’s education.
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Appendix A. Mathematical proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. The proof of this proposition is divided into two major steps.

First, we try to prove the following statement: (A1) If an individual of generation t chooses

to have a child when her total wealth is Ȳt, then she will choose to have a child if her total

wealth is greater than Ȳt.

The proof is as follows: Since individuals of all generations only select Markov

strategies, an individual’s strategies are functions only of her total wealth, which is the

only payoff-relevant state variable at any given period. So, the probability that she will

choose to have a child is a function only of her future total wealth, which is a random

variable ex ante. Also, since every individual has the same probability distribution of

future endowment, if an individual of generation t+1 is invested with Ht in education and

receives Bt amount of bequests from her parents, then her future total wealth is a function

only of Ht and Bt. Thus, we can define

p ¼ Q Ht;Btð Þ

Suppose when the total wealth of an individual who has a child is Ȳt, her optimal

strategy on the amount of educational expenditure and bequeaths to her child are H̄t and

B̄t, respectively. Then, her (maximal) utility of having a child is

u ȲY t � H̄H t � B̄Bt � d
� �

þ X þ cXQ H̄H t; B̄Bt

� �
As we discussed in the text, an individual will consume all of her wealth if she chooses not

to have a child. Thus, that an individual will choose to have a child when her total wealth

is Ȳt indicates that

u ȲY t � H̄H t � B̄Bt � d
� �

þ X þ cXQ H̄H t; B̄Bt

� �
zu ȲY t

� �
ð31Þ

Now, suppose that (A1) is not always true. Namely, suppose that there exists Y0

(Y0NȲt), such that an individual of generation t will be better off by having no child when

her total wealth is Y0. This implies that the individual will not be better off by having a

child if she, in particular, spends H̄t on her child’s education and bequeaths B̄t to her child

(since Y0NȲt, this strategy is feasible.) Thus,

u Y 0 � H̄H t � B̄Bt � d
� �

þ X þ cXQðH̄H t; B̄BtÞVu Y 0
� �

ð32Þ
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Inequality (31) implies

X þ cXQ H̄H t; B̄Bt

� �
zu ȲY t

� �
� u ȲY t � H̄H t � B̄Bt � d
� �

ð33Þ

Inequality (32) implies

X þ cXQ H̄t; B̄t
� �

Vu Y 0
� �

� u Y 0 � H̄H t � B̄Bt � d
� �

ð34Þ

Thus, Inequalities (33) and (34) imply

u Y 0
� �

� u Y 0 � H̄H t � B̄Bt � d
� �

zu ȲY t

� �
� u ȲY t � H̄H t � B̄Bt � d
� �

ð35Þ

However, the assumption of strict concavity of u( ) implies when Y0NȲt, we have

u Y 0
� �

� u Y 0 � H̄H t � B̄Bt � d
� �

bu ȲY t

� �
� u ȲY t � H̄H t � B̄Bt � d
� �

ð36Þ

Inequalities (35) and (36) result in contradiction, which proves (A1).

(A1) indicates that an individual’s (of generation t) strategy on the condition that she

will have a child, wt, can be expressed as a simple bthresholdQ strategy: she will choose to
have a child if and only if her total wealth Yt is greater than or equal to a threshold level of

wealth Ȳt. Thus, wt can be expressed as

wt ¼
1 if YtzȲY t

0 otherwise

�

Then, from (A1), we know that an individual’s strategy must take the form: for some

Y*, she spends d amount of resources having and raising a child if her income is greater

than Y*; she does not spend anything on children if her income is less than Y*.

Now we define a map h(Y*) as follows. First, given some Y*, let

v Yð Þu max
B;Ha 0;Y�d½ 	

u Y � d � H � Bð Þ þ X þ cX 1� F g H ; Y4� 1þ rð ÞBð Þ½ 	ð 	½

ð37Þ

Clearly, v(Y) is continuous. Also, Condition (6) implies that v(d)bu(d) but the Inada

condition of u() implies that v(Y)Nu(Y) when Y is sufficiently large. Meanwhile, the

Envelope Theorem implies

dðv Yð Þ � u Yð ÞÞ
dY

¼ uV Y � d � H � Bð Þ � uV Yð ÞN0 ð38Þ

Thus, there exists a unique h(Y*) such that v(h(Y*))=u(h(Y*)).
Now, we discuss the properties of h(Y*). (1) Obviously, h(0)N0. (2) Because F()V1, we

know that h(Y*) is a bounded function. (3) Noting the Envelope Theorem and that fz0

(f()uFV()) and g2N0 (shown in the text), we totally differentiate v(h(Y*))=u(h(Y*)) with
respect to h(Y*) and Y*. Then, we get

dh Y4ð Þ
dY4

¼ cX f g2

uV Y � d � H � Bð Þ � uV Yð Þz0
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Then, by Tarski’s fixed point theorem (Tarski, 1955), we know there exists a fixed point Ȳ,

such that h(Ȳ)=Ȳ. Then, noting Eq. (38), we know that given her child’s strategy Ȳ, an

individual choose to have a child if and only if her total wealth is greater or equal to Ȳ

(regardless of the strategies of her further future generations).

Finally, given Ȳ, from Eq. (37), it is easy to see that an individual’s (of any generation)

strategy on the amount of educational expenditure and bequest, H* and B*, exist and are a

function only of her total wealth.

Thus, there exists a stationary Markov perfect equilibrium that an individual will

choose to have a child if and only if her total wealth is greater than or equal to a threshold

level of wealth Ȳ. 5

Proof of Lemma 1. Clearly, F[ g(H,Ȳ�(1+r)B)] is a continuous function of H and B.

Meanwhile, the set

H ;Bð Þ : Hz0;Bz0;H þ B ¼ Agf

is a compact set. Thus, the solution to the optimization problem as defined in Lemma 1

exists. 5

Proof of Proposition 2. We prove the second part first. Suppose that this statement is not

always true. Then, there exists Y1 and Y2 (Y2NY1NȲ), such that when an individual’s total

wealth is Y1, her optimal strategy on the amount of total intergenerational transfers to her

child, A1, is greater than that when her total wealth is Y2, which is denoted by A2 (namely,

A1NA2).

From Expression (14), when an individual’s total wealth is Y1, we have

u Y 1 � A1 � d
� �

þ 1þ cð ÞX � cXM A1; ȲY
� �

zu Y 1 � A2 � d
� �

þ 1þ cð ÞX

� cXM A2; ȲY
� �

namely

cXM A2; ȲY
� �

� cXM A1ȲY
� �

zu Y 1 � A2 � d
� �

� u Y 1 � A1 � d
� �

ð39Þ

On the other hand, when an individual’s total wealth is Y2, we have

u Y 2 � A1 � d
� �

þ 1þ cð ÞX � cXM A1; ȲY
� �

Vu Y 2 � A2 � d
� �

þ 1þ cð ÞX

� cXM A2; ȲY
� �

namely

cXM A2; ȲY
� �

� cXM A1; ȲY
� �

Vu Y 2 � A2 � d
� �

� u Y 2 � A1 � d
� �

ð40Þ

Inequalities (39) and (40) implies

u Y 1 � A2 � d
� �

� u Y 1 � A1 � d
� �

Vu Y 2 � A2 � d
� �

� u Y 2 � A1 � d
� �

ð41Þ
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However, the assumption of strict concavity of u() implies when Y2NY1 and A1NA2, we

have

u Y 1 � A2 � d
� �

� u Y 1 � A1 � d
� �

Nu Y 2 � A2 � d
� �

� u Y 2 � A1 � d
� �

ð42Þ
Inequalities (41) and (42) result in contradiction, which proves the second part of

the proposition.

To prove the first part of the proposition, note that the first order conditions of

Expression (14) are,

uV Yt � d � Ht � Btð Þz� cX f ½g Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
	g1 Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
;Htz0

with strict equality holds if HtN0, and

uV Yt � d � Ht � Btð Þzc 1þ rð ÞX f ½g Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
	

� g2 Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
;Btz0

with strict equality holds if BtN0.

Then, from the above two inequalities and the assumption uV(l), we know that

transfers must turn positive when an individual’s wealth reaches a certain finite level. Let

Yc denote the lower bound of the wealth with which an individual will choose positive At.

Then, from the statement we have just proved, we know that an individual’s intergenera-

tional transfers are positive if and only if her total wealth is greater than Yc. 5

Proof of Proposition 3. (1) Recall that an individual’s objective function is

u Yt � d � Ht � Btð Þ þ 1þ cð ÞX � F g Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� ��
cX

�
The first order conditions are

� uV� cX f g1V0

with strict equality holds if HtN0, and

� uVþ 1þ rð ÞcX f g2V0

with strict equality holds if BtN0.

From Eqs. (9) and (10), we have

g1 ¼ � h1

h2
; g2 ¼

1

h2

So, the first order conditions become

� uVþ cX f h1

h2
V0 ð43Þ

with strict equality holds if HtN0, and

� uVþ 1þ rð ÞcX f

h2
V0 ð44Þ

with strict equality holds if BtN0.
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From the assumption h1(0, !)=l, we know that Ht=0 can never satisfy Inequality (43).

Thus, the first order condition (43) must hold with strict equality. Then, from the first order

conditions (43) and (44), we get

h1 Ht; w̄wð Þz1þ r ð45Þ

with strict equality holds if BtN0.

Clearly, if h12=0 and h11b0, then the solution of Ht to the following equation

h1 Ht; w̄wð Þ ¼ 1þ r ð46Þ

can be uniquely determined as a function of r. We denote this solution by H*1. Note that

by the Inada conditions of h(Ht, w̄) with respect to Ht, H*1 must exist. Meanwhile,

because h11b0, H*1 is unique.

Then, noting h11b0, we have the following results: (i) If the total intergenerational

transfers AtVH*1, we will have

Ht ¼ At and Bt ¼ 0

(ii) If AtNH*1, we will have

Ht ¼ H41 and Bt ¼ At � H41

From Proposition 2, we know dAt/dYtz0. So, we might as well denote the smallest Yt, at

which a parent will choose H*1 amount of intergenerational transfers, by YT1. Then, we

have the following results: (i) If YtVY
T1, we will have

dHt

dYt
¼ dHt

dAt

dAt

dYt
¼ dAt

dYt
z0

dBt

dYt
¼ 0

(ii) If YtNY
T, we will have

dHt

dYt
¼ dH*1

dYt
¼ 0

dBt

dYt
¼

d At � H*1
� �

dYt
¼ dAt

dYt
z0

(2) (i) From the proof of Part (1) of the proposition, we know that HtN0 as long as total

intergenerational transfers are positive. Meanwhile, recall that w̄ is defined by the

following equation

h Ht; w̄wð Þ ¼ ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt ð47Þ
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First, suppose that Bt takes the corner solution (i.e., Bt=0). Then, totally differentiating

Eq. (47) with respect to Ht and w̄, we get

dw̄w

dHt

¼ � h1

h2
ð48Þ

Then, we have

d½h1 Ht; w̄wð Þ	
dHt

¼ h11 �
h1h12

h2

So, if the condition, h11� (h1h12/h2)b 0, is satisfied, then we have

d½h1 Ht; w̄wð Þ	
dHt

b0 ð49Þ

Thus, from Inequality (49) and the Inada conditions of h(Ht, w̄) with respect to Ht, we

know there is a unique solution to Eq. (46) when Bt=0. We denote it by H*2.

Second, we will show that if AtbH*2, then the optimal choice of Bt is zero. We do it by

contradiction. Suppose not. Specifically, suppose that when the total intergenerational

transfer is at a certain level AV (AVbH*2), the optimal choice of bequest, BV, is positive.
Then, the educational expenditure, which is denoted by HV, satisfies HVbAVbH*2. In this

case, from Eq. (47), we can get w̄ as a function of HV and BV, and we express it as w̄ (HV,
BV). As BV takes an interior solution, the first order condition, (45), must hold with strict

equality, that is,

h1½HV; w̄w HV;BVð Þ	 ¼ 1þ r ð50Þ

Meanwhile, from Eq. (47), we know

dw̄w

dBt

¼ � 1þ r

h2
b0 ð51Þ

So,

w̄w HV;BVð Þbw̄w HV; 0ð Þ

Then, when h12b0, we have

h1½HV; w̄w HV;BVð Þ	Nh1½HV; w̄w HV; 0ð Þ	 ð52Þ

Also, since HVbH*2, from Inequality (49), we have

h1½HV; w̄w HV; 0ð Þ	Nh1½H*2; w̄w H*2; 0
� �

	 ¼ 1þ r ð53Þ
From Inequalities (52) and (53), we have

h1 HV; w̄w HV;BVð Þ	N1þ r½ ð54Þ

Inequalities (50) and (54) result in contradiction, which proves that if AtbH*2, then the

optimal choice of Bt is zero.
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Next, from Proposition 2, we know dAt/dYtz0. So, we might as well denote the

smallest Yt, at which a parent will choose H*2 amount of intergenerational transfers, by

YT2. Then, if YtVY
T2, we have Ht=At and Bt=0. Thus, in this case, we have

dHt

dYt
¼ dHt

dAt

dAt

dYt
¼ dAt

dYt
z0

dBt

dYt
¼ 0

(ii) When Bt and Ht both take interior solutions, a first order condition is Eq. (46).

Totally differentiating Eq. (46) with respect to Ht and w̄, we get

dw̄ ¼ � h11

h12
dHt ð55Þ

Meanwhile, we can rewrite Eq. (47) as

h Ht; w̄wð Þ ¼ ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt ¼ ȲY � 1þ rð ÞAt þ 1þ rð ÞHt ð56Þ

Totally differentiate Eq. (56) with respect to Ht, At and w̄, we have

h1dHt þ h2dw̄w ¼ � 1þ rð ÞdAt þ 1þ rð ÞdHt ð57Þ

As Ht and Bt both take interior solutions, the first order condition is Eq. (46), namely

bh1=1+rQ. So, plugging Eqs. (46) and (55) into Eq. (57) and rearranging, we get

dHt

dAt

¼ 1þ rð Þ h12

h2h11
ð58Þ

Because h11b0 and h12b0, we have

dHt

dAt

N 0:

Next, noting that bBt=At�HtQ, from Eq. (58), we have

dBt

dAt

¼ 1� dHt

dAt

¼ 1� 1þ rð Þ h12

h2h11
ð59Þ

So, dBt/dAtN(=)(b)0 if

h12

h2h11
b ¼ð Þ Nð Þ 1

1þ r

Therefore, the sign of dBt/dAt is ambiguous.

(3) (i) From the proof of Part (1) of the proposition, we know that HtN0 as long as total

intergenerational transfers are positive. First, suppose that Bt takes the corner solution (i.e.,

Bt=0). Then, noting Eq. (48) and h12N0, we have

d½h1 Ht; w̄wð Þ	
dHt

¼ h11 �
h1h12

h2
b0 ð60Þ

So, from Eq. (60) and the Inada conditions of h(Ht, w̄) with respect to Ht, we know that

there is a unique solution to Eq. (46) when Bt=0. We denote it by H*3.
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Second, we will show that if the total intergenerational transfer AtbH*3, then the

optimal choice of Bt is zero. Note that when Bt takes an interior solution, for any

combination of Ht and Bt that satisfies Ht+Bt=At, we have dBt/dHt =�1. Then, when Bt

and Ht both take interior solutions, noting Eqs. (48) and (51), we have

d½h1 Ht; w̄wð Þ	
dHt

¼ h11 þ h12
Bw̄w

BHt

þ Bw̄w

BBt

dBt

dHt


¼ h11 �

h12

h2
h1 � 1� rð Þ

�
ð61Þ

So, if the condition, h11�(h12/h2)(h1�1�r)b0, is satisfied, then we have

d½h1 Ht; w̄wð Þ	
dHt

b0: ð62Þ

Therefore, if AtbH*3, then for any combination of Ht and Bt that satisfies Ht+Bt=At,

noting Eqs. (60) and (62), we have

h1½Ht; w̄w Ht;Btð Þ	zh1½At; w̄w At; 0ð Þ	Nh1 H*3; w̄wðH*3; 0Þ	 ¼ 1þ r
�

So, if AtbH*3, then there is not any combination of Ht and Bt (Ht+Bt=At) that satisfies the

first order condition

h1½Ht; w̄w Ht;Btð Þ	 ¼ 1þ r

In other words, if AtbH*3, interior solutions of bequests do not exist. Thus, if AtbH*3, we

must have Bt=0.

Next, from Proposition 2, we know dAt/dYtz0. So, we might as well denote the

smallest Yt, at which a parent will choose H*3 amount of intergenerational transfers, by

YT3. Then, if YtVY
T3, we have Ht=At and Bt=0. Thus, in this case, we have

dHt

dYt
¼ dHt

dAt

dAt

dYt
¼ dAt

dYt
z0

dBt

dYt
¼ 0:

(ii) The proof of this part of this proposition is similar to that of Sub-part (ii) in Part (2).

From Eq. (58), we know that when h12N0, we have

dHt

dAt

b0

Meanwhile,

dBt

dAt

¼ 1� dHt

dAt

N0 ð63Þ
5

Proof of Proposition 4. (1) Totally differentiating Eq. (20) with respect to Bt, r, and Ȳ, we
have,

uW Yt � d � Btð ÞdBt þ c 1þ rð ÞX ½ f 1dȲY � 1þ rð Þ f 1dBt þ f2dr	 ¼ 0 ð64Þ
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Meanwhile, from the proof of Proposition 1, we have v(Ȳ)=u(Ȳ). Moreover, from the

proof of Proposition 1, we know when Condition (23) is satisfied, B*(Ȳ)=H*(Ȳ )=0. So,

we have

v ȲY
� �

¼ u ȲY � d
� �

þ 1þ cð ÞX � cXF ȲY ; r
� �

Namely

u ȲY � d
� �

þ 1þ cð ÞX � cXF ȲY ; r
� �

� u ȲY
� �

¼ 0 ð65Þ

Totally differentiating Eq. (65) with respect to r and Ȳ and rearranging, we have,

dȲY ¼
�

cXF2 ȲY
� �

uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

� cX f ȲY
� � �dr ð66Þ

Plugging Eq. (66) into Eq. (64) and rearranging, we have

dBt

dr
¼ �

c 1þ rð ÞX
"
f2 þ

cX f1F2 ȲY
� �

uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

� cX f ȲY
� �

#

uW Yt � d � Btð Þ � c 1þ rð Þ2X f1
ð67Þ

Note that the denominator of Eq. (67) is just the second order condition, which must be

negative when Bt is optimally chosen. Thus, when Condition (25) is satisfied, we have

dBt

dr
N0:

(2) Totally differentiating Eq. (21) with respect to Ht, r, and Ȳ, we have,

uW Yt � d � Htð ÞdHt � cX ½f1 g1dHt þ g2dȲY
� �

þ f2dr	g1
� cX f ½g11dHt þ g12dȲY 	 ¼ 0 ð68Þ

Plugging Eq. (66) into Eq. (68), we have

½uW Yt � d � Htð Þ � cX f1g
2
1 � cX f g11	dHt � cX

"
f2g1 þ f1g1g2 þ f g12ð Þ

�
cXF2 ȲY

� �
uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

� cX f ȲY
� �

#
dr ¼ 0 ð69Þ

Recall Eqs. (9) and (10), we have

g1 ¼ � h1

h2
; g2 ¼

1

h2
ð70Þ
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and

g12 ¼ � h12

h22
ð71Þ

Plugging Eqs. (70) and (71) into Eq. (69) and rearranging, we have

dHt

dr
¼ �

cX

h22

"
f2h1h2 þ f1h1 þ f h12ð Þ

cXF2 ȲY
� �

uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

� cX f ȲY
� �

#

uW Yt � d � Btð Þ � cX f1g
2
1 � cX f g11

ð72Þ

Note that the denominator of Eq. (72) is just the second order condition, which must be

negative when Ht is optimally chosen. Thus, when Condition (26) is satisfied, we have

dHt

dr
N0

(3) Totally differentiating Eq. (22) with respect to At, r, and Ȳ, we have,

uW Yt � d � Atð ÞdAt � cX

"
B
2M

BA2
t

dAt þ
B
2M

BAtBȲY
dȲY þ B

2M

BAtBr
dr

#
¼ 0 ð73Þ

Plugging Eq. (66) into Eq. (73) and rearranging, we have

dAt

dr
¼

cX

(
B
2M

BAtBr
þ B

2M

BAtBȲY

"
cXF2 ȲY

� �
uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

� cX f ȲY
� �

#)

uW Yt � d � Atð Þ � cX
B
2M

BA2
t

ð74Þ

Next, the expressions of B2M/BAtBr and B
2M/BAtBȲ can be derived as follows. First,

from the proof of Proposition 3, we know that when HtN0 and BtN0, we have h1=1+r. So,

noting Lemma 1, Eq. (70) and bh1=1+rQ, we get

BM

BAt

¼
BF½g Ht; ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

� �
; r	

BAt

¼ f

"
g1

dHt

dAt

� 1þ rð Þg2
dBt

dAt

#

¼ f

"
g1

dHt

dAt

� 1þ rð Þg2
d At � Htð Þ

dAt

#

¼ f

"
g1 þ 1þ rð Þg2ð Þ dHt

dAt

� 1þ rð Þg2

#

¼ f

" 
� h1

h2
þ 1þ rð Þ 1

h2

!
dHt

dAt

� 1þ rð Þ 1

h2

#

¼ f

 
� h1 þ 1þ r

h2

!
dHt

dAt

� 1þ rð Þ f

h2
¼ � 1þ rð Þ f

h2
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Then, we have

B
2M

BAtBr
¼ � 1þ rð Þ f2

h2
ð75Þ

Meanwhile, from Eqs. (9) and (10), we know Bw̄w=BȲY ¼ g2 ¼ 1=h2. So,

B
2M

BAtBȲY
¼ � 1þ rð Þ

f1g2h2 � f h22
Bw̄w

BȲY
h22

¼ 1þ rð Þ f h22 � f1h2

h32
ð76Þ

So, Eq. (74) becomes

dAt

dr
¼

cX

(
� 1þ rð Þ f2

h2
þ 1þ rð Þ f h22 � f1h2

h32

"
cXF2 ȲY

� �
uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

�cX f ȲY
� �

#)

uW Yt � d � Atð Þ � cX
B
2M

BA2
t

¼ � 1þ rð Þ
h32

cX

(
f2h

2
2 þ f1h2 � f h22ð Þ

"
cXF2 ȲY

� �
uV ȲY � d
� �

� uV ȲY
� �

� cX f ȲY
� �

#)

uW Yt � d � Atð Þ � cX
B
2M

BA2
t

Note that the item, uU(Yt�d�At)�cX(B2M/BAt
2), is just the second order condition, which

must be negative when At is optimally chosen. Thus, when Condition (27) is satisfied, we

have

dAt

dr
N0

5

Proof of Corollary 1. The proof of this corollary is divided into four steps. Firstly, we try

to show BȲ/BdN0.
From Condition (23), we know that when Yt=Ȳ, Ht=Bt=0. In this case, the probability

that the child has a grandchild is

p ¼ P w̃w : w̃wzȲY
� �

¼ 1� P w̃w : lnw̃wblnȲY
� �

¼ 1� U
lnȲY � l

d

� 

So, from the proof of Proposition 1, we know that the utility from having a child is

v ȲY
� �

uu ȲY � d
� �

þ 1þ cð ÞX � U
lnȲY � l

d

� 
cX

From the proof of Proposition 1, we know

v ȲY
� �

¼ u ȲY
� �
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Now, we define,

Kuv ȲY
� �

� u ȲY
� �

¼ u ȲY � d
� �

þ 1þ cð ÞX � U
lnȲY � l

d

� 
cX � u ȲY

� �
¼ 0

So,

BK

BȲY
¼ uV ȲY � d

� �
� uV ȲY

� �
� cX

ȲY

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
d
e
� ln ȲYð Þ�lð Þ2

2d2

Noticing Inequality (30), we have

BK

BȲY
N0

Also, when Inequality (29) is satisfied, it is easy to see that

BK

Bd
¼ lnȲY � l

d2
UVcXb0

Therefore, we have

BȲY

Bd
¼ � BK

Bd
=
BK

BȲY
N0: ð78Þ

Secondly, we will show BQV(Bt)/BȲN0. From the analyses in the text, we know

dQ

dBt

¼ 1þ r

ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
d
e
� ½lnðȲY Þ�ð1þrÞBt Þ�l	2

2d2

Taking the derivative of ln QV(Bt) and rearranging, we get

BðlnQ V Btð ÞÞ
BȲY

¼ � 1

ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBt

d2 þ lnðȲY � 1þ rð ÞBtÞ � l

d2

When Inequality (29) is satisfied,

d2 þ lnðȲY � 1þ rð ÞBtÞ � lVd2 þ lnȲY � lb0

Meanwhile, we can show that

ȲY � 1þ rð ÞBtN0: ð79Þ

Because when Bt is large enough so that Ȳ�(1+r)BtN0, the parent will be certain that

the child will have a grandchild regardless of the child’s future income. So, an individual

will never transfer more than Ȳ/(1+r) since her marginal utility from material

consumption is assumed to be strictly positive. Also, we claim that B*pȲ/(1+r).
Suppose not, Plugging Bt=Ȳ/(1+r) into the first order condition Eq. (28), then we can see

that the right hand side of Eq. (28) will be equal to positive infinity and its right hand side

will be finite, which results in contradiction. In other words,Bt=Ȳ/(1+r) can never satisfy the
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first order condition, and hence is not the optimal solution. So, Inequality (79) is always

satisfied. Thus, we have

BQ V Btð Þ
BȲY

N0 ð80Þ

Thirdly, holding Ȳ constant, we have

BQ V Btð Þ
Bd

����ȲY ¼ � 1

d
þ ½l � lnðȲY � a� 1þ rð ÞBtÞ	2

d3

¼
ðl þ d � lnðȲY � a� 1þ rð ÞBtÞÞðl � d � ln ȲY � a� 1þ rð ÞBtÞ

� �
d3

When Inequality (29) is satisfied, we have

lNd þ lnȲYzd þ ln½ȲY � a� 1þ rð ÞBt	

So,

BQ V Btð Þ
Bd

�����ȲY N0 ð81Þ

Thus, from Inequalities (78), (80) and (81), we have

B
2Q

BBtBd
u

BQV Btð Þ
Bd

¼ BQ V Btð Þ
Bd

�����
ȲY

þ BQ V Btð Þ
BȲY

�����
d

BȲY

Bd
N0 ð82Þ

Finally, the first order condition, Eq. (28), can be rewritten as

uV Yt � d � Btð Þ ¼ cXQ V Btð Þ

Totally differentiating it with respect to Bt, d and rearranging, we have,

dBt

dd
¼ �

cX
B
2Q

BBtBd

uWþ cX
B
2Q

BB2
t

ð83Þ

Note that the denominator of Eq. (83) is just the second order condition, which must be

negative when Bt is optimally chosen. So

dBt

dd
N0 5
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